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Primary School Newsletter
News
Dear all,
Our ninth newsletter of the year and how lovely to see all the wonderful and varied activities going
on around the school. We hope you enjoy the snapshot into school.
Next week we are interviewing for Mrs Owens replacememnt for September. Some of the Owls are
going to be part of that process and I think it is always the most rigorous parts of the interview
process at Goodrich as the children are so insightful.
At governors last night we spent some time discussing the parking situation, with concern that if
there are issues at the moment whilst drop offs and pick ups are staggered- what will it be like when
they are not. I think almost every school has parking issues but we were particularly concerned to
hear that there have been angry exchanges between parents and sometimes directed at community
members. This is such a shame, especially when the children witness this and they are sometimes
quite scared.

Whilst we considered several ideas, none seemed ‘the answer’, so we would very much like you as
parents to have a think and to email in any ideas you have. Thank you.
At the end of this half term, we are hopefully holding class Sports’ Days but are waiting for
confirmation that we are allowed to do so outside in a distanced way. Please note your child’s
morning or afternoon on the calendar below.
Normally by now we are busy growing plants for the St. Michael’s Hospice Plant Sale. They are doing
it a little differently this year but still going ahead. There is a children’s competition too and you
will find this information at the end of the newsletter.

Best wishes
Mrs Miles

Class News
This week the children in Goldcrests have been discovering the sounds we hear whilst in Nursery and out and about,
listening attentively to the sounds around them in the green space above the school. Talking about the different
sounds they could hear. "Tractors", "Dumper trucks", "School people", "Fox!" and even a "Wolf!" Using drumsticks,
encouraging the children to explore the outdoor area and discover how different sounds are made with their beaters.
Even enjoying the thunderstorms and how the rain sounds on the roof, splashes on the ground and the occasional clap
of thunder.

Goldcrests

Quote of the week

Body & Mind

Wow play!

Words of the Week
Practising sounds
beginning with ‘a’

Exploring rhyming
‘Emmy
Pemmy
Lemmy’
‘Seren
Peren
Leren ’

Ally
Amber
ant
ambulance
avocado
asparagus
astronaut

Listening walk in the
Greenspace
Exploring different materials, in
forest school. Adrianna using her
senses to investigate them.

Wrens

Wrens are continuing to show a real interest in the natural world. We have been learning about microhabitats through stories and by exploring our school grounds with magnifying glasses. We have used
chalk pastels to create images of flowers inspired by Georgia O’Keefee. We also loved toasting
marshmallows on the fire in Forest School. In English, we have enjoyed listening to the story of ‘Tiddalik
the Thirsty Frog’ and have been practising using high frequency words in sentences. In Maths, we have
been creating, describing and continuing patterns using a variety of resources and learning number bonds
up to 20.

Quote of the week

Body & Mind

“I’m giving these medals
out for charity. Charity is
when you do things to
get money and help
people,” said Jessica.

We have been learning
about the Prayer Jelly
Babies - Andy Ask,
Peter Praise, Suzy Sorry
and Thea Thanks.

Wow play!

Class
Superstars

Words of
the Week

micro-habitat

praise
forgive
broad
wither

Annie
Robin

Robins

Over the last week Robins class have been working really hard in maths. Year 1 children have been
adding equal groups and looking at arrays, Year 2’s have been exploring fractions. We have
continued our virtual trip down under in Geography to find out about Ayres Rock and the type of
people who live on the sacred land around it and we have been finding out facts about landmarks
such as Sydney harbour Bridge and the Sydney Opera House. In art we are continuing to be inspired
by Georgia O’Keefe and we have been using watercolours to paint flowers. In Tennis the children
were VERY excited to be able to use the rackets! The children have been finding out about women
and men in history who were inspirational, who followed their dreams and stood up for what they
believed in, they have been really fascinated and it has really been absorbed into their drawings and
their play! ☺
Quote of the week

Body & Mind

The children are
thinking about how to
‘grow their mindset’ by
thinking positively
“I am trying my best”
Merrie
“I can do it!” Lily

We have been
practicing
mindfulness after
lunch the children
really like this one
‘Moon and stars
guided meditation’
allowing the children
to learn how to slow
their breathing and
letting their bodies
relax….

Wow work!

Words of
the Week

Merrie
Harley

suitcase
dozen
talent
duo
fortnight
Amazing water colour flowers! ☺

In Woodpeckers, we have been exploring and investigating whether shapes have equal or unequal
parts to make a whole and how we would write fractions to show the amount of parts that are
shaded. In English, we have been working on our reading comprehension skills and developing our
listening skills by listening to songs and identifying the different word groups we can hear such as
verbs, adjectives and contractions (Dance Monkey by Tones and I, had over one hundred verbs!).
In Science, we have been learning about different natural rocks and how they are formed. We have
been looking around the school to find out what types of rocks we can see and have been testing
the properties of different rocks to help us group them. In Geography, we have been learning about
the features of a mountain and in Art, we have been looking closely at L.S. Lowry’s artwork and
using the effect of ‘matchstick’ people to show people in different movements.

Woodpeckers

Quote of the week

PSHE Mental Health
Awareness Session:
What things do you do
to connect with
nature?
Alfie said, “I like to go
outside and play
football, ride my bike
with my Dad and we
are doing lots of
planting at home too’.

Body & Mind

Wow work!

Words of
the Week
Alfie
Finley F
Nell

As part of Mental
Health Awareness
Week we have been
making the most of
our natural
surroundings.
In Forest School, we
found a quiet spot
and used our senses
to describe what we
could hear, see, smell,
touch and explained
how it made us feel.

dozen
fortnight
divert
unfamiliar
mimic

Nikola’s drawing of things that
remind her of nature.

Owls

This week, Owls Class have been learning about equivalent fractions and beginning to compare
fractions in maths. In English, we have been indentifying the differences between phrases and clauses
and deciding where a colon should be used to introduce a list. In science we have been carrying out
experiements to find the melting and freezing point of different materials…..the class particularly
enjoyed testing chocolate! In Geography we have been learning about river courses and how erosion
plays a part in sculpting the landscape. On Friday we enjoyed a zoom art lesson with Mr Coleman
who taught us how to create realistic facual drawings. The work which the children produced was
fantastic!
Quote of the week

Body & Mind

Some of the comments
which were shared
during our Navigate
session:
‘When I succeed with a
challenge it makes me
feel like a superhero!’
‘Sometimes we all need
a little bit of help’
‘When I find things
difficult sometimes I just
keep trying until I get it
right’

This week in our
Navigate session we
talked about
challenges; how they
make us feel and
strategies we can use
to conquer them
successfully.

Words of
the Week

Wow work!

hypnotism
incident
havoc

Some of our art work from our zoom
lesson with Mr Coleman.

Peregrines

In Maths this week, we have been learning about angles. In English, we have been continuing to
explore ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ through drama. We have using techniques such as: the rhythm
of an iambic pentameter, five-point chase, one-word dialogue and choral characters. We have also
shared book recommendation with our peers. In Science, we have been investigating micro-organisms
and in P.E. we have been preparing for sports day and continuing our yoga sessions. In art and design,
we have been learning about the artist Henri Matisse and using his style to create our own
expressionism and fauvism inspired art work.
Quote of the week

Body & Mind

“If I am finding
something difficult, it is
ok to ask for help,
because it is not a sign
of weakness, but a sign
of strength.”
A comment that was
shared during our
Navigate session.

We have been
exploring our mind
and body through our
yoga sessions. Whilst
we carry out our
movements, we have
also reflected on our
kindess to others and
ourselves and our
curiosity of the world
around us.

Alisha
Sophia
Christian
Elliot
Neve
Delphi
Emi

Wow work!

Words of
the Week

relinquish
devour
flail
endure
micro

Jay
Ellie
Emma
Sid
Alan
Dottie
Lexi
Ruben
Joel
Harry

Joel’s artwork.

What’s Going On? (Please see ourschoolsapp.com for further information)
Forest School
19/05/21
20/05/21

Peregrines
Wrens

26/05/21
27/05/21

Woodpeckers
Robins

9/06/21

Peregrines

10/06/21
16/06/21
17/06/21

Wrens
Woodpeckers
Robins

Celebration Worship

Other Dates
17/05/21
18/05/21

Unfortunately no
family celebrations
at the moment.

19/05/21
26/05/21
26/05/21
27/05/21
28/05/21
28/05/21
7/06/21

Rags2riches Collection
Year 6 Individual & ALL
Class Photos
Swimming - Owls
Swimming - Owls
Goldcrest & Robins Sports Day
Woodpeckers & Wrens Sports
Day
Owls & Peregrines Sports Day

Last day of half term
Start of second half term

Twitter Snapshot
@GoodrichCESch

Reminders

• Rags to Riches- MONDAY
• Swimming continues for
Owls

Coming Soon/ PTFA

